
The Rights of the Small
Historical Quote Analysis



Original Text



The Rights of the Small 

“...it is to be understood there were two societies who treated together. 

One was small, but in its smallness it had its rights. 

The other was great, but in its greatness it had no greater rights than the rights 
of the small, 

because the right is the same for everyone.” 



Historical Quote Analysis

1. What do you predict the person who made this statement is talking 
about?

2. Think of a time when you saw or heard about two individuals or groups in 
conflict where one seemed much less powerful. Who were they and what 
happened? Describe the power imbalance.

3. What does “the right is the same for everyone” mean to you?

4. Can you name the person who made this statement?



The Rights of the Small

“...it is to be understood there were two societies who treated together. 

One was small, but in its smallness it had its rights. 

The other was great, but in its greatness it had no greater rights than the rights 
of the small, 

because the right is the same for everyone.” 

- Louis Riel, last statement at trial (July 1886)



In Other Words...



The Rights of the Small

“... there were two groups living together,
and making deals and agreements.

One group was small, but the people had rights.

The other group was very large, but just because it had more people,
didn’t mean they had more rights,

because rights are the same for all people.”
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The Rights of the Small

“... there were two groups living together,
and making deals and agreements.

One group was small, but the people had rights.

The other group was very large, but just because it had more people,
didn’t mean they had more rights,

because rights are the same for all people.”

– Adapted from Louis Riel’s last statement at trial (July 1886)


